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Dear parents and children,

A week of continuous rain makes us feel that the cold winter has come, however our hearts are keeping warm.

November has come to an end with the strong Thanksgiving atmosphere. Let's join hands to make a perfect

ending in the last month of 2020, and welcome 2021 together.

"Exploration" always takes the first place among Newton’s educational philosophy which is "Explore, Play, Learn,

Grow". In November, children went out of school with the spirit of exploration, they went outdoor, and carried

out various activities in the cool autumn: in the combination of blocks-building and theme games, children built

venues and props for the games, and obtained the joy in the real scene; in the sand and water play, children tried

to build waterways, castles, and dig sand channels, they feel the fun of creation with the best toy given by nature;

the new castle on the playground has been put into use since November 2, which is challenging for children of

different ages. Through exploring tree house, climbing path, suspension bridge and climbing wall together with

the teacher, children fully felt the satisfaction of challenging themselves. The international K2 children tried

hiking for the first time, appreciated and drew the architecture and sculpture along the way. All the children have

finished the trip of almost 3 km successfully. We are really proud for them.

Safety always play the most important role at Newton, and children's safety education is also an indispensable

part among all kinds of education. For children in kindergarten, they must repeatedly practice in the real

situation, so as to truly learn the reflexive escape skills. Under the November theme of Fire Safety, teachers have

carried out a series of safety education activities, such as the introduction of fire fighting knowledge, learning

about the fire-fighting facilities, making posters, and an evacuation drill, so that their safety awareness and

escape skills can be further improved.

The coming December is the Christmas themed month. A series of exciting Christmas activities are awaiting. Due

to the impact of the epidemic, all the Christmas parties will be held on campus. Please follow the further notice.

So stay tuned!

Wish you a peace and health winter!

Joanne Yang Principal

Newton Bayside Kindergarten


